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pay immediately by credit or debit card or you can request an invoice. If you choose not to purchase color printing, the numbers are converted to black and white to print the journal. Sms. The text must be in the following format: Introduction, Methods, Results, and Conversation (note that it has recently been changed so that the Methods
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medical English. This avoids disappointing delays before a document can be sent for review. See the Shipping Requirements section above for language-related instructions. Patients should only be guided by subjects' numbers and not by names, initials or other potentially recognisable characters. Scripts reporting the results of
experimental studies on subjects shall include a statement that: the procedures received formal institutional approval. Use capitalized generic names (e. g. cyclophosfamide) for all medicines and medicinal products. The trade names (in capital letters) of equipment, etc., may be used in the Methods section and manufacturers should be
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magazine authors to simplify and streamline the research process. EndNote bibliographic management tools allow you to search source databases, create and organize a reference collection, and print a bibliography right away in any Wiley reference style. If you are already using EndNote, you can download the reference style for this
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shall specify all abbreviations used. Labels must be placed at the end of the script text file or below each chapter. Be sure to send numbers and tables as separate files. Authors are encouraged to send colour images that highlight text and convey relevant scientific information. All color numbers are reproduced in full color in the online
edition of the magazine at no cost to the authors. Authors are asked to pay the cost of reproducing the colour figures when printed. For the best reproduction, use bright, clear colors. Dark colors against a dark background do not repeat well; Place color images on a white background whenever possible. For more information,
ajhprod@wiley.com contact us for more information. CRITICAL REVIEWS. The editorial board may invite or independently submit assessments of important and time topics. In the latter case, it is usually useful for the responsible author to consult the editor before posting. Evaluations should focus on critical aspects of the topic and link
established knowledge to areas that remain controversial or have not been answered. Evaluations should normally contain less than 6 000 words, an unstructured summary of up to 100 words and fewer than 150 references. images and tables should only be used to provide summaries or summaries of ideas and/or information not
included in the text. REVIEWS OF BOOKS AND OTHER FORMS OF MEDIA. Examination of books, films or other forms of media relevant to scientific or clinical practice in medicine, which is of particular importance for hematology/oncology, may be invited or submitted independently. In the latter case, contact the editor before sending.
Correspondence. Correspondence should generally refer to manuscripts previously published in the American Journal of Hematology . However, correspondence on important and timely publications or topics from other sources may also be appropriate. Brief descriptions of interesting laboratory or clinical observations may also be
appropriate. The editor's correspondence should not exceed 1,500 words, up to 6 references, and one table/number. Comment. Comments are usually invited, but can be delivered independently after consulting the editor. Limit text to 2,500 words and fewer than 10 references. The comments should focus on a controversial topic
stemming from a recently published manuscript of the American Journal of Hematology, but they can also focus on independent and topical topics that matter to the magazine's readership. Pictures and tables are allowed only if they highlight or clarify the points made in the text. Comments are reviewed and may require changes or may
be rejected. AND SUPPLEMENTS. Concise summaries of meetings with important information to convey in the American Journal of are welcome, but the editor should be consulted before posting. The summarizes should highlight the issues discussed at the meeting, as well as explanations of how they are important or controversial.
Summaries should be less than 2000 words. Pictures and tables can be included, but only when they significantly add text content. Extensive reports with speakers' manuscripts are also welcome, but the editor needs to be consulted to determine the type and number of manuscripts to be published at an early stage, the review process
and, if necessary, the acquisition of additional funding. ONE-MONTH TEST. Contact the editor before sending. This new feature should include a discussion of a specific laboratory test/parameter relevant to haematologists/oncologists and all physicians treating blood disorders. It should summarise the technical specifications and
problems, clinical performance and pitfalls and provide evidence of sensitivity and specificity, in particular by discussing disease conditions where available. The length of the manuscript shall not exceed 1 500 words containing not more than 25 references. SOLVING CLINICAL PROBLEMS WITH BLOOD DISORDERS. The format of this
case presentation should be similar to that of clinical problem-solving articles in the New England Journal of Medicine (see example: Prasad M et al. New England J Med 2006 355:2468-2473 ). These Articles should repeat the step-by-step process used by doctors dealing with haematological diseases with new and/or unusually
challenging clinical representations. Clinical data should be presented in stages (boldface type), followed by clinical reasoning from the physician treating such a patient and a final discussion of the case of pathophysiology, complications, treatment and treatment outcomes of the disease. The length of the manuscript shall not exceed 2
500 words, not more than 25 references. PICTURES IN HEMATOLOGY. We believe that hematology discipline is particularly suitable for visual case shows. The purpose of this part of the magazine is therefore to present an interesting visual description of the defined haematological state. A picture can consist of a single photo or a series
of photos that, when grouped, gives a visual description of a specific haematological 100% of the whole. It is expected that the sending authors will complement the visual image with short text as needed to tell the whole story. If necessary, we will publish the images in full color. DIAGNOSTIC IMAGING IN HAEMATOLOGY: various
techniques are routinely used to diagnose and treat haematological diseases (X-rays, computer scans, MRI scans, isomedic and ultrasound). This section of the journal aims to provide images of techniques that provide relevant diagnostic and clinical information to the doctor treating patients. according to blood disorders. UPDATES TO
CLINICAL TRIALS OF HAEMATOLOGICAL DISEASES. These are invited shipments, and the vendor must first clear all shipments in this category. If you want to send in this category, please contact delivery. Office.
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